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SUMMARY Y 

i i 

Bennoo Jacob (1862-1945) with his Genesis; the first book of the Torah (1934) 
nott only has written a book that is a substantial offensive against everything that 
appearedd about the Pentateuch in his time, but the author also wants to inform the 
Germann Jewry about it's own source. In this way Jacob has put forward a power-
full  defense against the rising Nazism that banalized the Jewry. It has been of no 
avail,, for the book was granted only a short life in Nazi Germany, and so it 
hasn'tt provoked any discussion. 
Rationall  arguments prevail in Jacob's exegesis. Thus Moses has not been able to 
writee the Pentateuch himself because for the Torah itself Mosaic time is lying far 
behind.. Moreover he shows how on the part of the Christians the literary history 
off  the Torah results in religion history with the development of the religious as a 
dogma,, but he sets against this that the genesis of the Torah is far more com-
plicatedd than criticism believes! 

Inn the world of the Protestant Bible researchers in the first decades of the 
twentiethh century Jacob's place in Jewry is defined by his rejection of the Docu-
mentaryy Hypothesis, the discussions having been very polemical. That is why 
Jacob'ss manner of reading in which he shows to appreciate the literary quality of 
thee Pentateuch was not noticed. 
Moreoverr in these years it is not only unique that Jacob with his Genesis takes 
partt in the scholarly debate from the Jewish point of view, but also that the text 
ass well as the commenting on Genesis is offered in a strictly chronological order. 
Thee only arrangement of the book is the synagogical reading and this keeps a 
closee track of the text. Franz Rosenzweig's role in the development of Genesis 
cann be called deciding but limited. The impression is that Rosenzweig had a more 
elementaryy book in mind that could reach a larger audience. Rosenzweig has 
especiallyy become impressed with Jacob's studies of the Name of God. 

Whatt Jacob keeps in mind is that one God is involved. He takes Elohim as an 
substantivee designation of the deity and as such synonymous with malak, with 
thee name ha-Elohim as a coordinate that stands side by side with malak YHWH. 
Inn Jacob's treatment of Genesis 20:6 in his commentary he sees in ha-Elohim a 
daimonion:daimonion: in the end nothing less is at stake than a common human psychologi-
call  phenomenon. It is clear that Jacob in his Genesis has gradually made a turn 
andd sees in the names more positively than before a certain order. This becomes 
too light when Genesis 22 has to be explained. There it appears unquestionably 
thatt a subordinate ha-Elohim is involved, that cannot do anything about YHWH. 
Jacobb substantiates his vision with Job 1 and 2, but also refers to 1 Kings 22:19 
andd therefore he calls this figure Satan. With this Jacob joins the Tradition. After 
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Genesiss 22 all tension has gone and ha-Elohim is completely considered as part 
off  the one God. Again in Genesis 32 Jacob sees a Satan in patriarch Jacob's 
adversary. . 
Forr Jacob Abraham is not so much an historical figure, as above all a human 
beingg of flesh and blood with a free will . It is important that Abraham is included 
off  God's ordinance, as Genesis 18 describes. It is the one and same Abraham that 
iss praised as Hero of the Religion. Jacob bestows him this title on the basis of the 
wholee of his behaviour in this book of the Bible. 

II I 

Bennoo Jacob not only gives an exegesis, he is also discussing with his colleagues. 
Hermannn Gunkel (1862-1932) is his most important contemporary. By including 
Gunkel'ss exegesis of Genesis 22 in this volume of my book we get an impression 
off  his work, but we also see when and where Jacob is reacting to Gunkel. 
Whenn - against the original intentions - Gunkel begins to teach Old Testament, he 
putss forward the proposition that the ancient Hebrews did not know the logic of 
thee Greeks, to be sure, but that their legends contained purely religious moments. 
Thesee are to be probed and that happes on the basis of a Literaturgeschichte that 
Gunkell  designs and elaborates in his commentary on Genesis. The point for him 
iss contantly the special religious moment and in the case of Abraham this is to be 
foundd in his unconditional obedience to Go who can demand anything, even a 
childd sacrifice. The verb nissa therefore is of secundary importance. Gunkel 
understandss the dialogue between Isaac and Abraham as a masterpiece of 
psychologicall  depiction in which Abraham manages not to alarm his son and so 
outt of need resorts to a lie, Gunkel seeing the narrator with tears in his eyes. 
Nott the handling of the knife is forbidden to Abraham, but the movement of the 
handd and therefore for Gunkel the tension is broken at Genesis 22:11 where it has 
appearedd that Abraham indeed has obeyed! God may be silent for a long time, 
butt he wil l speak in the final distress. A near-sacrifice is involved here that God 
couldd demand for himself, but the ultimate execution of which does not have to 
takee place. The narrator knows that God does not demand a child sacrifice 
anymore,, but the legend itself still reckons with the possibility of a child 
sacrifice.. God's rol is not at issue. Gunkel even lets pevail the nature of the 
narrationn over the source when he says that God, who in verse 1 gave the com-
mand,, has to cancel this himself. The course of the legend does not offer much 
newss anymore. The meaning of the name of the place has been filled up further 
withh a corruption of the text and the fact that Abraham returns is a matter of 
course.. The genealogical tree that follows has been added later and Rebecca's 
namee has been inserted. All in all the point is Abraham's conviction that holds 
outt and therefore the narration forms an Idee von hóher Vergeistigung, 

Thee inquiry into Abraham's obedience is answered by Jacob on the basis of 
exampless that refer to the complying with the Torah. For him the verb nissa is 
pointt of departure and this verb dominates the whole narration that is a con-
tinuationn of Genesis 21 in which the son is finally born. From this verb Jacob 
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devidess the story in an event that concerns the heaven and the earth. In heaven he 
seess the real testing being expressed by groaning and moaning. Abraham does not 
answerr verbally, as Gunkel would have liked, but in his actions. Besides Jacob 
typifiess Abraham as an authority on the Torah, for by the lacking of the Tor me' 
inn 'to take up for a burnt-offering' in verse 2 he may know that we are not con-
cernedd here with a mere command to sacrife. Abraham obeyes by starting on his 
way.. The dialogue with the son reflects that Isaac knows how a sacrifice is being 
performed.. Fire - wood - sacrificial lamd. The sequence we find again in 
Leviticuss 1:7-8. Also in heaven it comes to a climax when Abraham takes the 
knife.. Jacob's Abraham stays obedient, but in a way that is absolutely against the 
grain.. At this moment, of which Gunkel says that God can demand anything, 
evenn a child sacrifice, Jacob speaks of murder when the knife is going to do it's 
work.. So it is not a matter of a near-sacrifice, but of a near-murder! This 
Abrahamm hears about the twelve sons of his brother Nahor and about Rebekka. 
DieDie Religion stays in the family. Jacob mentions here the second and third dozen 
off  sons as well, those of Ismael and Jacob. It is as if the grains of sand have 
passedd through the narrow neck of the hourglass. 

Il l l 

Howeverr much it appears that Jacob has a great knowledge of the Tradition, he 
givess his own exegesis. The scenery if defined by a spectacle on earth and in 
heaven.. The Tradition pas put Job and Genesis side by side from the beginning. 
Whatt we see in Jacob's exegesis of Genesis 22, is that he follows the Tradition. 
Jacobb does so markedly more here than elsewhere. It is clear that the Tradition 
rejectss the vision that a non-biblical theme may be involved of a general deity 
thatt demand sacrifices. 

Especiallyy Rashi and Maimonides play a role in the background of Jacob's exe-
gesis.. Thus Rashi with regard to Genesis 22:2 and 12 speaks about "Take him 
up""  and "Take him down" in connection with non-slaughtering! Maimonides with 
hiss limit of the love and the fear of God works from the same train of thought. 
Bothh have as a basic assumption that there is by no means any slaughtering. 
Withh Maimonides Jacob pictures a self-confident Abraham ans so it becomes 
clearr that die Religion draws boundaries that exclude human sacrifices. From this 
perspectivess Brevard Child's choice of expression dogmatic framework that would 
playy tricks on Jacob is to be called ill-chosen, as if Jacob hangs a systematic 
religiouss doctrine on his spectacle, the theme of the merciful providence of God 
precedingg the exegesis. 

Inn the modern discussion Genesis 18 plays a role in relation to Genesis 22, con-
trastingg a talking and a silent Abraham, but it is also striking that in Genesis 18 
hee is typified as a confidant of God! By placing these chapters in each other's 
luminouss circle, the points of view of both come to the fore more clearly. In this 
connectionn it becomes clear that Maimonides depicts Abraham as an example as 
opposedd to Nachmanides who stresses Abrahams merit. 
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Strikingg is Jacob's attention for the knife in Abraham's hand that would bring 
aboutt murder. And with this we find ourselves at the same time in the heart of 
thee theme that Lippman Bodoff in his article The real test of the Akedah; blind 
obedienceobedience versus moral choice (1993) unfolds in which murder is taken as a 
prohibitionn that under no condition is to be transgressed unless the motive of 
hora'athora'at sha'ah is involved in which the Torah has to be transgressed in order to 
savee it, buth there was no question of that in this testing. For Bodoff it is impor-
tantt that Abraham lives up to the commands. Bodoffs discovery of Maimonides' 
interpretationn of the absolute prohibition of idolatry, sexual violence and murder, 
determiness his exegesis of Genesis 22. He shows what Jacob means with Mord 
wareware es! when the knife would have gone in. Those three littl e word make up the 
keyy sentence in the whole of Jacob's exegesis of Genesis 22. 

IV V 

DieDie Religion is not be found in the most exalting moment in relation to divinity, 
butt in what the Torah itself offers. Who says Abraham, means Torah, but also the 
otherr way around. This is important for the one who wants to get to the bottom 
off  the secret of the Akedah. God and Abraham are characterized in this sphere as 
allies.. In an alliance absoluteness of one of the partners is out of the question. 
Thiss conclusion might be important for a meaningful discussion with the Islam 
aboutt Abraham's sacrifice. 

Inn this study the Islam has not been mentioned, but that does not mean that this 
religionn has nothing of importance to say about Abraham's role. Jacob cals 
Abraham,, as one called by God, the first Muslim in the meaning of the total 
surrenderr to which the word Muslim refers and he has an eye for the fact that the 
prophett Mohammed saw it as his mission to bring people back to Abraham's 
monotheisticc faith. What has to be considered important in the discussion are the 
viewss in the Tradition and in the Islam on the significance of Abraham. 

Byy this surrender Abraham's sacrifice in the Islam has got an interpretation that 
thee Tradition does not know. Not only Abraham, but also the nameless son 
passespasses the test. Isaac only enters after this event. Carol Delaney points out that 
thee Islam sees itself as the beginning and the end of the true faith to which 
humanityy has to be brought back. By this it becomes clear why the Koran not has 
thee aim to narrate or to characterize biblical figures, but to admonish and to 
instructt the faithful. The most important moment in the Islam is this sacrifice of 
Abrahamm who proves to surrender by this sacrifice, this is for him the kernel of 
religion. . 

Withh this the fragment Sura 37 is not treated exhaustively of course, but now it is 
possiblee to raise the question if we depart from Abraham and Isaac as the Torah 
treatss them, with all the turns of phrases that demand interpretation, with their 
openn ends and implicit assumptions, with the very conscious choice of words and 
thee decisive moments in which is spoken and acted. It has already been 
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establishedd that interpretaion of Genesis 22 with reckoning with the halacha leads 
too the possibility of arbitrariness. Moreover within the Tradition Abraham can be 
pointedd out as the one who gives insight in the relationship to God, in which 
theree is even talk of a limit of Abraham's love of God. In this light the question 
cann be asked: how is the relation between this limit of Abraham's love of God 
andd Abraham's surrender to God that is the heart of the matter for the Islam? 

Itt is clear that anyway Abraham's position will have to be probed permanently by 
anyonee who appeals to him. 
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